5sensiconcept.com

C O M PA N Y
OV E RV I E W
“
Food & Lifestyle are intrinsically linked to our
lives. How we eat determines how we live.
When people think about food, they make a
fundamental change in their mindset and health.
Imagine a world where people engage in the full
faculty of their senses for each and every meal.
That’s the V SENSI dream, ’’to inspire good living
through holistic eating.’’

”

DI SC OV E R
YOU R 5 SE N SE S
WITH V SENSI
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A BOUT
V SENSI

At V SENSI, we aim to lead the Luxury Hospitality
and Wellness industry in becoming more effective
and efficient.
Our extensive experience and network, coupled with a proven track
record, has enabled us to perform insightful analysis by means of creating
innovative yet practical and sustainable solutions that are tailored to our
client’s objectives.
The inception of the V SENSI concept derives from the many years of
operational experience in Boutique Hotels, SPA Resorts and niche
restaurants. Our lives have revolved around Food and Beverage for over
20 years, with international exposure to some of the most exquisite
hospitality, F&B and Wellness brands in the world.
By sharing our recipe for success, we help start-ups and established
restaurants, F&B operators, Hotels & Resorts and various stakeholders
to create or improve their existing concepts and brands. We do this
by applying our proven methods in order to enhance revenue and
profitability while challenging existing boundaries.
With our combined expertise of operation and project management,
concept and franchise development, design, wellness, branding and
digital marketing, V SENSI is well equipped to guide you through your
project with a clear direction, further turning visions into actions and
leading to profitable results.

MISSION

We implement a collaborative process that connects our experience
and expertise to turn our client’s visions into effective
business objectives.
Combined with our expertise, V SENSI’s core vision liaises in
development strategies to support Food, Hospitality, Wellness and
Lifestyle industries globally.
Our consultancy projects and deliverables have a particular attention
to aspects relating to Wellness Hospitality, design and branding.
Recently V SENSI has also introduced real estate assets and
investment portfolios, further diversifying the quality services
offered to our clients.
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V SENSI’S
M A RKET SEGMENT
Hospitality, Wellness & Restaurant Groups
requiring to:
• Integrate new niche turnkey food formats,
know-how’s aiming for expansion and/or
diversification according to targeted locations
and business goals
• Improve current Food & Beverage concepts and
reposition them to gain more competitiveness
with specific market segments or to enter new
markets
• Improve branding images, marketing and
communication
• Restructure and position for regional and
international expansion
• Focus business on Eco-sustainability and Wellness

Franchise companies that
already have on-going
projects and require to:
• Improve branding
image, marketing and
communication
• Restructure their positioning
for regional and international
expansion
• Optimise logistic processes
and distribution
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Companies that aim to
convert their F&B concept
into a fully scalable
and profitable format
suitable for regional and
international expansion:

Wineries and Luxury
Residential Property
buyers/investors intending
to convert current asset into
F&B,Hospitality &
Wellness business
• Investors support and

(Franchise or Private Label)

intermediation for asset

• Identification and evaluation

acquisition and due diligence

of the company food format

• F&B and Hospitality concept

• Support clients through all

development

development phases, pre and
post opening, regionally and

• Architectural design

internationally.

• Branding
• Staffing & recruitment
• Operation management
• Investor representation

Individuals and Investment
Groups, Investment Funds
and Entrepreneurs looking
to invest on exclusive food
formats, mainly made in
Italy:
• Made in Italy and international
food formats suitable for
various geographical regions
• Each and every concept is
carefully studied and tailormade for different market
segments, locations and client
visions
• Food Categories: Wellness
Restaurants, Vegan, PlantBased & Healthy Cuisine,
Mediterranean, Bakery Café’ &
Tea, Pastry & Sweets, Artisanal
Gelato, Bread & Pizza, Pasta,
Ethnic Food and themed food.
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P RO C E S S
YOU R SE NSE S
From Meeting to Product

THE MEETING
We meet, we discuss, we share
and brainstorm. We want to
understand your vision

THE IDEAS
We put the pieces together to
build the framework

THE PRODUCT
Finally, we present, show
and explain our ideas and
recommendations and then we
listen again.
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TEA M BEHIND
VSENSI

DANIELE SARNO

MANYI

MATTIA MULLIRI

Founder • CEO

Project Manager • Admin

LORENZO AMAGLIO

EMANUELE GIORGIONE
Project Executive & Wellness Chef

Franchise Specialist • Business
Development

STEFANO MADILE

GIULIA DI
BARTOLOMEO

ZSUZSA CANJAVEC

Hospitality Wellness Director
Business Development

Supply Chain & Logistic &
Purchasing Manager

Food Brand Designer &
Communication

Food & Beverage Business
Development Associate

DENSIE ZUCCO

Wellness & Spa
Development Manager

JOHN ATHIMARITIS
PHOTOGRAPHER
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S E RV I C E S

V SENSI is built on FIVE main pillars that give the
uniqueness of our brand and vision. We provide
one-stop service solutions.

F&B Concept Development

MISSION STATEMENT
• Concept overview, theme and purpose

POSITION STATEMENT
• Marketing direction and positioning related to
proximate and potential competition

OPERATING CONCEPT
• Concept overview
• Design & style
• Graphic language
• Location visibility and
accessibility

• Food & Beverage menu
direction & development
• Pricing policy

• Staffing
• Table setting &
collateral application

• Service style

• Logo & uniform

• Opening hours

• Music & art Selection

• Seating capacity &
configuration
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PRELIMINARY FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS
• Start-up cost
• P&L statement
• Monthly payroll
• ROI’s

PRE AND POST OPENING
• Specialist to specialist assistance
• Menu engineering and development
• Staffing, recruitment & training
• Procurement assistance, logistic, supply and
retail
• Standard operating policies and procedures
• Licensing and white label solution
• Franchise brand development, system and
contractual support
• Guest & private chef promotion and events
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Hospitality Design
And Branding
OPERATION SPACE PLANNING
FRONT OF THE HOUSE
• Site assessment and feasibility

• Procurement (FF&E)

• Layout & space planning

• Product sourcing

• Seating efficiency, functionality & flexibility

• Budget preparation assistance

• Design development (mood boards, 3D images,

• Project management (tender, project scheduling

atmospheric drawings and visuals)
• Detailed design and specification

and budget)
• Site supervision

BACK OF THE HOUSE
• Kitchen space planning & allocation
• OS&E: identification of key kitchen and bar
equipment features

• Review of schematic and detailed kitchen and
bar design drawings
• Kitchen work flow

BRANDING
• Define the positioning

• Signages

• Creating an identity

• Menu format and layout

• Implementation of brand mechanism

• Merchandise development

• Outlet identity/name

• Other suitable graphic applications
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Wellness Cuisine
By V Sensi
“We believe that nourishment begins deep within the soul
and goes beyond the confines of the kitchen”

PLANT

A Mindful Kitchen
A hospitality concept designed

We blend customised

to envision the way people

contemporary design and

experience food. It’s a fact that

architecture to elevate the

culinary art and nutrition go

unique brand of our cuisine.

hand in hand.

Sustainability, healthy,

By elevating the experience

cruelty-free, fair, lifestyle &

associated with healthy dining,

community are the centre of

we ultimately refine the

our Core Values.

‘‘state of mind’’ behind eating.

BLUE KITCHEN
MEDITERRANEAN RESTAURANT & BAR

BLUE KITCHEN

Mediterranean Restaurant & Bar
Blue Kitchen is a Mediterranean

ingredient flavours and balance

food format that takes inspiration

with tasty combinations.

and pride from our Mediterranean
Italian cuisine. Simple, Fresh, Italian
with a genuineness and wellness
adaptation to Italian Culture &
Lifestyle.
Traveling from the Liguria

Each and every dish is a story
of Italian taste whose only real
secret is a love and passion for
every ingredient.
A Ritual to let anyone feeling
in “in balance with a smile” by

region down the East ,West and

discovering our Mediterranean

centre-southern coastline and

cuisine in a cool, lively and

islands, the concept draws from

island feel ambience where our

the lightness and freshness of

guests enjoyed a positive and

seasonal dishes that determine

cool fresh vibe.
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TURNKEY CONCEPT & BRAND DEVELOPMENT
• Customised formated know-how based on
client’s location and market segment
• F&B menu development
• Store design based on multiple options (flagship
restaurant, bistro mall, kiosk and mobile food
truck)
• Furnishing & equipment specification

• Marketing & promotion activities
• Staff training and assistance
• Branding & communication
• Pre and post opening management
• Available anywhere worldwide
• White label options available
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VSensi Digital Plans

Nowadays your online presence matters as
much as your brick & mortar.
We don’t stop at designing and managing a great
website for you, we are also blending some of V
Sensi’s core services together as we truly believe
they go hand in hand with your digital strategy.
This unique combination of services are carefully
crafted for F&B, Retail, Hospitality, Wellness
and Luxury Real Estate businesses, and can be
subscribed through our plans or A la Carte without
any restriction.
Because we believe that your customers deserve
a great experience wherever they are engaging
with you, our Digital V Sensi services enable you
to reach your business objectives both online and
offline whether it’s sales, brand awareness or both.

DISCOVER OUR DIGITAL 5 SENSES
Concept Overview & Web Design

OUR PLANS
We have carefully crafted our plans to meet your
objectives, wherever you are in your business
development. For selected plans we provide
unilimited changes to your website and concept,
fast turnaround and ongoing advisory.
Don’t have a website yet? We would be happy
to design it for you, following your brand identity
and visual guidelines. Every project starts with a
concept overview and web design.
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ONE TIME PACKAGE
• Web Design & Management
• Branding
• Graphic & Collaterals
• Copyright per page

RECURRING PACKAGE
• Digital Marketing
• Business Development
• B2B Customer Acquisition
• All in One Solution (Web design, branding,
digital marketing, copyright)

PHOTOGRAPHY AND
VIDEOGRAPHY SERVICE

REMOTE F&B - HOSPITALITY WELLNESS & SPA

V SENSI capture the essence creating “Images

• Brand New Concept

that Sell”. Image that become tools for your
marketing strategies worldwide. With our team
of professional photographers, we promote your

• Revamping Existing Concept
• All in One Solution (F&B, Hospitality,
Wellness & Spa)

Hospitality at it’s best.
We believe that “You dont’t take a pictures, you
make a picture”. And Picture is a State of Mind.

A LA CARTE SINGLE SERVICE

V SENSI Photography and Videography provide

• Recruitment

services in following areas:

• Marketing plan

• Hotel + Resort

• Food + Beverage

• Branding

• Interior + Design

• Lifestyle

• Franchise system

• Architecture

• Aerial

• Design concept

• Spa + Wellness

• Portraits

• Music selection

• Medical Hospitality

• Commercial

• Chef/Spa Trainers

To learn more about our full plan description, see our E-brochure attached.
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P ROJ E C T S

F&B AND HOSPITALITY

Bawah Reserve, Anambas Islands, Indonesia
Concept & branding development of four F&B
outlets featuring South-East Asian cuisine with
Mediterranean touch.
• Treetops all day dining (refined cuisine on the
terrace)
• The Grouper Beach Bar (beachside poolside bar)
• Jules Verne (sunset cocktail in the tree canopy)
• Boat House (luxury bear foot dining)

La Brezza Italian Restaurants
St. Regis Singapore

Grissini Italian Restaurant

Concept development for flagship Italian

restaurant

Concept development for flagship Italian

restaurant

THE MAST’ by Mozzarella & Co
at Fraser Tower, Singapore
The first outpost in South-East Asia to make fresh
Italian cheese from its own Lab on-site daily.
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P ROJ E C T S

HOLISTIC WELLNESS

Aura Spa at Bawah Reserve
Concept & branding development for Aura Spa at Bawah Reserve
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OUR BR A N DS
Turnkey Proprietary Concepts

V SENSI Concept develops a scalable and sustainable business model for our partners and clients by
proposing affordable Turnkey solutions.
From Fast Casual to Contemporary and Wellness Restaurants & Bars, anywhere globally.

Farm to Table

Plant-Based Vegan & Vegetarian

Italian Osteria & Trattoria

French Bistro & Brasserie

Mediterranean & Middle East

Bakery Cafes

Steakhouse – BBQ & Grill

Latino

Asian Dining

Bars & Pubs
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V SENSI
LIFEST YLE
Luxury Properties & Investments

V SENSI International Luxury Property Group

groups, as well as companies focused on

aim to promote a series of unique, off-market,

Food & Beverage, Wellness & Spa, and brand

residential and commercial investments.

development looking to expand and diversify

We focus on promoting exclusive properties such

their portfolio of assets.

as luxury vacation homes, B&B, farmhouses,

Our team of real estate consultants deal directly

country houses, luxury hotels, resorts & spas,

with sellers & owners and hold official selling

wellness and yoga studios, golf courses & clubs,

mandates of most of our assets.

residential development sites, high-end shopping
malls and more.

V SENSI Property further utilises decades of
expertise in Hospitality, F&B, Architecture, Interior

The aim of V SENSI Property is to gain interest

Design and Branding to consult buyers to re-

from direct buyers and developers, such as

brand and launch their commercial property

independent private investors, global family

businesses globally.

offices, funds, management firms and hospitality

View our properties at

http://www.5sensiproperty.com
Facebook Group

https://www.facebook.com/groups/2310727388982142/
Linkedin

https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/v-sensi-luxury-property/?viewAsMember=true
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WINERIES &
HOSP I TA L I T Y

V SENSI offers the sale of celebrated wineries around the world.

While we focus mainly on wineries in
Italy, we also have exclusive access to
international off-market wineries (E.g.
Portugal, France and Germany, etc.).

• Consulting and support during the

In addition, we provide a range of
Hospitality & Wellness business solutions
in the fields of management and brand
strategy, before or after acquisition.

• Staff selection

• Analysis of the right winery depending on your

• Financial support

needs
• Assessment, audit and due diligence

acquisition process
• Temporary management after acquisition

• Marketing and sales consulting
• Assistance in future strategic decisions

• Recommendations in investments and
agricultural subsidies

Business Opportunities
• Purchase and management of a profitable
winery as a business
• Investing in a winery as a lifestyle
• Acquisition of a winery
• Creation of your own new brand
• Winery Resort: Integrate a niche Hospitality &
Wellness Concept
• Management and purchase of multiple wineries
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CON TAC T S
& E NQU I RY

ADDRESS

10 ANSON ROAD
27-15 INTERNATIONAL PLAZA
079903 SINGAPORE
+65 98002165

www.5sensiconcept.com

F&B - BRANDING – FRANCHISE & INT.
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

PROMOTIONS & EVENTS
events@5sensiconcept.com

ds@5sensiconcept.com

PROJECT MGT.

ADMIN

my@5sensiconcept.com

admin@5sensiconcept.com

FOOD & BEVERAGE

GENERAL ENQUIRIES
HQ Office Singapore

mattia@5sensiconcept.com

contact@5sensiconcept.com

RECRUITMENT

V SENSI DIGITAL

recruitment@5sensiconcept.com

contact@vsensidigital.com

Disclaimer

This presentation is the property of 5 Sensi Pte. Ltd. and its subsidiaries (the “Company”) and is strictly confidential. It contains information intended only for the person
to whom it is transmitted. With receipt of this information, recipient acknowledges and agrees that: (i) this document is not intended to be distributed, and if distributed
inadvertently, will be returned to the Company as soon as possible; (ii) the recipient will not copy, fax, reproduce, divulge, or distribute this confidential information, in
whole or in part, without the express written consent of the Company; (iii) all of the information herein will be treated as confidential material with no less care than that
afforded to its own confidential material. This presentation is for informational.
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